T heme: D estr uctive sp eech is the n orm b ut it oug ht not to b e so.
I ntrod uction: We all know that there are times when we have to take our
medicine, even when it’s unpleasant. In this passage, James is giving us a hard dose
of medicine. His words may be difficult for us to hear, but they are intended for a
redemptive good. Proverbs 15:32 informs us that to listen to reproof is to gain
intelligence. So James brings a loving reproof, aimed at two attributes of our speech:
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Kids Corner
1) James compares our
tongues to a fire. Why
does he do that?
2) Have you ever hurt
anyone with your
words? Have you ever
been hurt by someone
else’s words?
3) How can Jesus help you
to speak loving words?

1 ) O ur sp eech is imp orta nt (3:1-5a )
•James warns us that not many should be teachers—for teachers will be judged
more harshly.
-The primary danger for a teacher is that his job requires many words, and where
words are plentiful, transgression is not far behind (Proverbs 10:19).
•James informs us that “we all stumble in many ways.” He indicts us all, broadly. He
assumes our failures and raises the question for us: where are we stumbling?
•Control of our tongues is connected with the fruit of self-control. Our ability to
control our speech is a great evaluatory tool for assessing our self-control in
general.
•Only Jesus has been perfect in his speech. He’s the only One who always spoke
perfectly, and because he did so our speech can be redeemed.
•James gives us two pictures of a large and powerful object being controlled by a
relatively small member: a horse controlled by its bit, and a ship steered by its
rudder. So also our tongues have the power to direct us in powerful ways.
2) The p otentia l destructive p ower of our sp eech (3:5b-1 2)
•James likens our tongues to a devilishly destructive fire. His assessment of our
speech contradicts the popular notion that we’re all “just a bundle of good
intentions.”
•He also shows us that our tongues are not easily tamed. Even wild animals may be,
but the tongue has proven to be a more restless evil which resists being
controlled.
•Our tongues also reveal our hypocrisy, especially for Christians. The same tongue
can both praise God and curse others, themselves made in God’s image.
•Our tongues also have the potential to bear witness to our faith. Our words can be a
good work as they testify to the fruit of the Spirit in our lives.

Questions:
1) Are you aware of how you stumble in your speech? What are some of the many
ways you do so?
2) In which relationships have you most seen the destructive effects of your speech?
What have you done to address those sins, both with God and others?
3) What specific gospel truths can help you to grow in godly speech?

